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Young Voices for the Planet
Civic Engagement Curriculum
LESSON 5: FLEX YOUR CIVIC MUSCLES
Share Your Project on the YVFP Youth Action Map
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Young Voices for the Planet Civic Engagement Curriculum
See the Young Voices for the Planet Collection on PBS LearningMedia

FLEX YOUR CIVIC MUSCLES

Share your Local Project on the YVFP Youth Action Map

“We saw the Young Voices for the Planet films and thought, ‘maybe we could do
something like that.’ ”
~ Kalea Holdren, in The Last Straw
a Young Voices for the Planet film

Introduction
After watching and analyzing some Young Voices for the Planet (YVFP)  films, students might
be eager to flex their developing civic muscles. This lesson guides students
through adapting and enacting an ACTION PLAN. Students can apply their analysis
from the ACTION PLAN TEMPLATE to create their own ACTION plan for a project in their school,
neighborhood, community, town or city.
For example, if the class decided to create an ACTION plan for the Young Voices for the Planet
film Dreaming in Green, they could analyze how the Green Team accomplished
the energy audit in their school and, then, create an ACTION plan to replicate an energy audit
in their own school.

Chose a few YOUNG VOICES FOR THE PLANET films and
IDENTIFY:
●
●
●
●

THE
THE
THE
THE

PROBLEM
SOLUTION
CALL-TO-ACTION
BENEFIT

TELLING A STORY “IN A NUTSHELL”
After watching a Young Voices for the Planet film, cold -call a student and
ask them to RETELL THE STORY IN 30 SECONDS. Recapping the main points of
the story will focus students and help them REMEMBER and RECALL the details
of the story much more easily. People love stories and they remain in their
memories much longer than mere facts.
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E
 nduring Understandings for Civics Grades 6-8

From Understanding by Design by Jay McTighe and Grant Wiggins

Enduring Understandings are “statements summarizing important Ideas and
core processes that are central to a discipline and have lasting value beyond the
classroom. They synthesize what students should understand – not just know or
do- as a result of studying a particular content area. Moreover, they articulate
what students should “revisit” over the course of their lifetimes in relation to the
content area.” In other words, Enduring Understandings are lifetime learning.

S
 tandards Addressed
D4.7.6-8 Assess their (students’) individual and collective capacities to take
action to address local, regional, and global problems, taking into account a
range of possible levers of power, strategies, and potential outcomes.
D4.8.6-8  Apply a range of deliberative and democratic procedures to make
decisions and take action in their classrooms and schools, and in out -of -school
civic contexts.

The Really Big Essential Question

How could our class individually or collectively address a public problem featured in
one of the Young Voices for the Planet films and analyze it or another local problem?

Supporting Questions

* What democratic procedures will support our action?
* What context, or scale, is appropriate for our action?

MAKE IT LOCAL: Students can Revise the ACTION plan to make it LOCAL.
Can local solutions grow and become used on a bigger scale?
Which of the Young Voices for the Planet projects started out local and
grew and grew? Which became national? Which became international or
global?
Preparation

* Choose a YVFP film already analyzed by the class that was popular among students.
* Review learning objectives and essential questions with the class.

“CALL TO ACTION”
Go out and enact the ACTION plan that the class created together!
Start with a really big question!
● Brainstorm! Think of things in your school, your community or your region that you
really want to change.
○ What is the problem?
○ How does it affect people?
○ How does it affect other organisms?
○ How does it affect the planet?
Young Voices for the Planet Civic Engagement Curriculum
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●

In small groups, think of all the factors that affect your big question. Don’t be shy: put
everything down at first. You can narrow down the factors later.
○ Effects caused by people
○ Effects caused by climate or other Earth factors
○ Effects caused by unknown conditions

●

Create an action map
○ What steps will you have to take?
○ What will you have to know?
○ Who can help you?
○ How long will it take?

●

Submit your action to the Young Voices for the Planet Action Map at
http://www.youngvoicesonclimatechange.com/youth-action-map/

Young Voices for the Planet will be eager to see your projects!! Maybe we can add them to
our Action Map! Good luck!
(Worksheets on the following 2 pages)
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Name: ________________

Date: _______

Film:_______________

Your ACTION!

Step 1: Compare your problem to the problem in one of the films
Factors

Similarities

Differences

What is the
area affected?

Who or what is
affected?

What is
involved?

What would
success look
like?

What was or
could be
accomplished?
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Step 2: Do Your Homework: What do you need to know before you
begin?
What do you need to
know?

Where can you find the answers?
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Save Tomorrow Producer Notes
When 9-year old Alice Van Evera saw all the Young Voices for the Planet films, they changed her world
view. “Those kids looked just like me,” she thought, “and if they could do that, maybe I could do something, too.”
Like the other kids in the films, Alice was concerned about climate change. She didn’t know what
she was going to do but she was going to do something. She organized a group, “Save Tomorrow”,
and enlisted her friends Mari McBride and Lily Georgopoulis, who she had known her entire life, to
join.
Several weeks later “Save Tomorrow” saw that someone was giving a talk at their church
about how their town of Lexington, Massachusetts could reduce its use of fossil fuels by
embracing renewable energy. In his talk, Mark Sandeen asked the town to change a bylaw
that prevented solar panels from being installed on public buildings. Afterwards the girls
asked him, “Is there anything we can do to help?” He told them, “Town Meeting loves kids. I would
appreciate it if you could come and speak.” He expressed how important kids voices would be at
Town Meeting.
The girls were nervous about it but they
thoughtfully prepared their comments and when
they spoke before the Board of Selectmen at
Town Meeting the following month, they got a
standing ovation. One of the Selectmen had
returned from vacation specifically to vote against
overturning the bylaw, but after the girls’
testimony he said, “I’m not standing in front of this
train anymore.” They voted unanimously to
! overturn the bylaw and solar panels were installed
on all the town’s public buildings. As Alice said,
“One of the reasons why people listen to kids is because we're trying to do what's right.”
Like so many of the Young Voices for the Planet stories, the
girls’ initial success motivated them to “flex their civic
muscles.” As Lily says, “We did that. What could we do now?”
The girls collected signatures and made a presentation to
the Conservation Commission to try to save the land
behind Alice’s house. They succeeded in saving it and it
is now a corridor between two bigger pieces of
conservation land.

!

I first heard the story about “Save Tomorrow” helping to change the
bylaw and saving the woods about a year after it happened. I was in Boston
during a big snowstorm. Many people were snowbound but I went on the
Internet and found a cameraman who lived in Lexington who had a
4-wheel-drive vehicle. We filmed the girls frolicking in 4” of fresh snow!
The editor of all the recent Young Voices for the Planet films, Peter Rhodes, lives in Brookline (near
Boston). We edited the Save Tomorrow film soon after that.

What was most exciting to me about this story was that it showed how effective the Young
Voices for the Planet films are in developing self-efficacy – the belief in one’s ability in
themselves to make change in the world and the belief in one’s ability to influence the public
decision-making process. Stanford Professor Albert Bandura wrote in his book Self-Efficacy:
the Exercise of Control, “Once developed, self-efficacy stays with a person for the rest of
their lives.” The “Save Tomorrow” girls were empowered for a lifetime of civic engagement
by their initial success.
In the newsletters on the Young Voices for the Planet website, you can read more about how
“Save Tomorrow” has continued to speak out and be involved: the girls spoke at the
Massachusetts Climate Action Network’s annual conference, at many Boston area screenings
sponsored by MCAN and Sierra Club, at religious congregations, at the Biodiversity for a
Livable Climate conference at Harvard, at a screening with Merchants of Doubt at the
Lexington Sustainability Forum, and at the Rashi School in Dedham, MA. Inspired by the
“Save Tomorrow” girls, the Rashi students raised $2500 for Young Voices for the Planet!

!

The “Save Tomorrow” girls and I appeared on Emerald Planet and
spoke at the WGBH Climate Forum for STEM Education (screen shot
from video above) that was live-streamed to thousands of teachers nationwide. The film was
shown at many film festivals and won festival awards including at the Boston International
Festival. Media coverage has included the Boston Globe, National Public Radio, and the
local Lexington, Massachusetts newspaper, Wicked Local Lexington (“Film follows Lexington
girls’ quest to ‘Save Tomorrow’”).
The girls continue to have a full life. After screenings, the girls often speak out in support of the
Barrett Bill that would put a price on carbon.
The “Save Tomorrow” girls were honored in May 2017 at the ribbon-cutting ceremony of the solar
energy system installation at the site of the town landfill. Speakers included Mark Sandeen of
Sustainable Lexington and Senator Mike Barrett.

See the Save Tomorrow Photo Gallery on the next page

Save Tomorrow Photo Gallery
Skyped into Emerald Planet TV show

Rashi School presentation

Rashi School

Harvard University

Unitarian Universalist Church
You’re Invited!

1.4 MW Ground mount and 800 kW Solar Canopies

Solar Ribbon Cutting & Tour
Date: Thursday, May 18, 2017
Time: 8:30 – 9:30 AM
Place: Town of Lexington Composting Facility
Hartwell Avenue, Lexington, MA
SPEAKERS AND INVITED GUESTS
Senator Mike Barrett
Representative Jay Kaufman
Carl Valente, Lexington Town Manager
Joe Pato, Lexington Board of Selectmen
Dan Voss, Chair, Lexington Solar Task Force
Lexington Board of Selectmen & DPW
Massachusetts DOER
PARTNERS
Brightfields – Site Development
SolarCity / Tesla – Project Construction
Syncarpha – System Owner
Parking provided under the solar canopy!

Join the CELEBRATION!
The Town of Lexington is pleased to announce our 2.2 MW solar
energy system which will generate 30% of Lexington’s municipal
electricity demand, $13 million in energy savings and $8 million
in health beneﬁts over the expected life of the system.

“Without the constant support of the Lexington community, this solar project never would
have been built.”
– Mike Singer, Solar Developer

Olivia’s Birds and the Oil Spill Background Notes from Producer Lynne Cherry
For two years, since I began the Young Voices for the Planet project in 2009, people had been
suggesting that I do a movie about Olivia Bouler, and in 2014 Olivia and I were both invited to speak
at the beautiful Hog Island Audubon Camp in Maine.
At 11 years old, Olivia loved birds. As we walked through
the Maine woods, she told me about her surprising success at
raising funds for Audubon’s efforts to clean oiled birds after
the BP oil spill. We stopped to admire and identify plants,
animals and insects and I
marveled at how similar she
was to how I had been as a
child, loving birds and art –
and drawing and writing about what I discovered on my outdoor
explorations. I liked her entire family immensely – her mother
Nadine was a teacher, her father Jim a green architect and her little
brother Jackson, at 9 years old possessed style and personality.
There were many things about Olivia’s story that I loved. When she saw the terrible tragedy of
the oil spill she mourned, but then she
asked herself, “Is there anything I can do?”
After “thinking about it all night”
Olivia got the idea of offering her
artwork to Audubon to raise money to
clean the oiled birds. Olivia was a very
good artist but her paintings still looked
like kid art that was part of their charm. She tells that story in “Olivia’s Birds and the Oil Spill”.
What I also love about Olivia’s story is that she realized that her
action would save many birds but she understood that the bigger
issue was our country’s reliance on dirty, destructive, nonrenewable fossil fuel. So she asked her parents to take her to visit
her congressmen and the Secretary of the Interior. An important
piece of information here is that politicians and elected officials,
for the most part, love to meet with children.
The film crew and I met Olivia and her family at their cottage in upstate
NY and we spent a perfect summer day filming, including going down to
the river near their house (seen in the credits) since there was amazingly
beautiful light that day. And their dog added a lot to the film’s opening
shots running through the woods.
The scene with the hawk was totally serendipitous. As Olivia and Jackson
were sitting in their fort, Liv heard a Red-shouldered hawk calling
(although she, amusingly, called it a “broad-shouldered hawk”). She asked
Jackson, “Want to go find it?” I was so impressed with the expert
cameraman Ed Nescott from Ventana Productions and his sound person who ran through the forest
filming and following Olivia and Jackson capturing the cries of the hawk and the moment when
Olivia and Jackson saw and pointed to it flying overhead.

Plant for the Planet
In the Young Voices for the Planet film “Plant for the Planet”, 11-year-old Felix Finkbeiner from Germany,
concerned about climate change, learns that trees take up CO2, learns about Wangari Maathai, and,
inspired, begins planting trees, first at his school, then, at other schools throughout Bavaria. When he
sets up a website enabling others to plant trees and post their trees on his website, his success grows to
mythic proportions. Felix was named a UN Youth Ambassador and has gone on to plant a billion trees.
The end of the film packs an emotional punch when, sitting in a lush forest, Felix plaintively tells the
viewer, “if the adults don’t do something, we have to do it because we will live on Earth for another 80 years and our
children even longer.”
Your%Turn:%go%online%and%research%Felix%and%Plant%for%the%Planet

Dreaming in Green Producer Notes from Lynne Cherry
I often get asked how, “How did you find those kids in your films?” Here’s how I found the amazing girls
in “Dreaming in Green.”
As a children’s book author/illustrator and filmmaker who
tells stories of hope and success, I had been asked to
conduct a workshop on communicating environmental
information through focusing on solutions rather than
gloom and doom at National Council for Science and the
Environment annual conference. The NCSE director
suggested that I invite a Florida teacher, Bertha Vasquez to
join the panel. Bertha had received an NCSE award for her
work making climate change, relevant to the lives of her students.
At the workshop, Bertha told how she had engaged her students in climate change by asking them to
research scientific papers that supported or contradicted the well-known
facts of climate change being human caused. The students found that
journal articles that showed that climate change was real, happening and
human caused were written by well-established, respected climate
scientists with advanced degrees and their papers were peer-reviewed.
These were the bulk of the articles about climate change. But their other
findings shocked them. “Ms. Vasquez!” they exclaimed, “the papers that are
saying climate change aren’t real are written by people who are not climate scientists,
and they are funded by groups that are funded by oil companies!” The students had
discovered this through their own deep research – rather than having it
taught to them -- and it made an indelible imprint.
Four of Ms. Vasqeuz’s students were very concerned when they
found that, of all the cities in the world, their city of Miami would
suffer the greatest economic loss from sea-level-rise-induced climate
change. As Nicole says in “Dreaming in Green”, “We couldn’t stop
thinking—is there anything that we can do?” They formed a coalition of
students, teachers, administrators, custodial staff and local businesses
and conducted an energy audit of their school. Their inspiring story
is told in “Dreaming in Green”.
When making a short film, there is lots of great footage that
doesn’t get into the movie. We filmed Nicole’s businessman
father telling us how he had not been very supportive of the girls’
efforts but when their energy audit ended up saving the school
$53,000, he said, “Now you’re speaking my language!” Taking the
lead from his daughter, he replaced air conditioning units in
buildings he owned with Energy Star units – and saved himself
thousands of dollars. He told his friends and they began to
switch to more energy-efficient appliances. This demonstrates
how student efforts can have cascading effects throughout a community.
Here Bertha’s describes how her integration of science and social studies led to her students’
enthusiasm and success:
I asked my principal if Carver could join Dreaming in Green’s Green Schools’ Challenge and I developed and
conducted several professional development workshops on energy-saving strategies for my school’s faculty, cafeteria and

custodial staffs, students, and PTSA. As a result, from September 2007-September 2010, the school’s electric bill
decreased by $51,700 and our carbon emissions by 297,000 lbs!
This is significant because the data shows that integrating environmental concepts across subject
areas leads to increased student achievement on standardized tests, decreased behavior problems,
and higher student attendance rates. (From Abrams, Kathy Shea (1999) Summary of Project Outcomes from
EE and SSS Schools' Final Report Data and Lieberman & Hoody (1998) Closing the Achievement Gap: Using
the Environment as an Integrating Context for Learning).
Since I plan the sixth grade curriculum at my school for my fellow teachers, I aim to help
students apply our lessons on energy to the real world. Each sixth grader at Carver completes a project
which includes calculating the construction and maintenance costs of various alternative energies and a comparison of the
costs of generating one kilowatt hour of electricity from fossil fuels versus renewables. Each student also completes an
extensive home energy audit. Due to my students’ efforts, a private roofing company painted the roof of our building
white to save energy costs.
My eighth graders researched for days to develop and present two actual environmental action
plans, one to the engineers of Miami International Airport and the other to the chief engineer
of Miami-Dade County Public Schools. The airport adopted some of their ideas.
Bertha Vasquez was featured in a New York Times op-ed about science teachers' lack of
understanding of climate change nationwide commenting on a survey described in the current issue
of the journal “Science”, “Climate Confusion Among U.S. Teachers”, that found that teachers spent
just one to two hours per year teaching climate change.
When Madi was in college, she did the same thing
she did in middle school and high school at her
college – started a recycling program and organized
sustainability activities on campus. The Dreaming in
Green girls are now in or graduated from college.
Larissa Weinstein was in school in Boston when the Young Voices for the Planet film Save Tomorrow was
shown at the WGBH Stem Education Forum, so she joined the Save Tomorrow team onstage for a
Q &A after the screening (far right in photo). This forum was live-streamed and viewed by
thousands of teachers.
The Dreaming in Green film continues to inspire schools to conduct energy audits, saving them
money and energy, around the U.S. and Canada. It is shown in many film festivals and at many
education and social studies conferences internationally and is available in many languages.

As demonstrated in many of the stories included in the PBS Learning Media lessons, once young
people have had success at having their voices heard it changes them for the rest of their lives.
Olivia exemplifies this. After she raised the $200,000 to rescue oiled birds
she created a book, “Olivia’s Birds: Saving the Gulf.”
She continued to speak at the Hog Island Audubon camp and at many
other venues. She had many art exhibits of her work at nature centers and
museums. Olivia was an excellent mentor to younger children and, after
giving talks at her shows, she would take the children on a tour telling
them stories about each of her paintings.

The Young Voices for the Planet
films Olivia’s Birds and the Oil Spill
was licensed by PBS in New York
state and was used as an interstitial –
a short film filler- when programming
from abroad was too short for
American TV. The film was also
shown in many film festivals and won
awards including a My Hero film festival Earthkeeper Heroes award. In 2011, as a White House
Champion of Change, she was invited to meet with President Obama. Over 28,000 people like
Olivia’s facebook page! She’s achieved amazing recognition at a very early age.
You can watch Olivia interviewed on Emerald Planet TV here. They also interviewed many of the
other stars of the YVFP film series who skyped in from all over the world to talk about their
continued work.

Kids vs Global Warming Producer Lynne Cherry’s “Behind-the-Scenes”
In Kids vs Global Warming, 12-year-old Alec saw Al Gore’s movie “An Inconvenient Truth” and learns
about the effect of human actions producing CO2 emissions and changing the climate. He
researches climate change for himself, creates an educational powerpoint presentation especially for
kids and starts Kids vs Global Warming, engaging many other kids who are also concerned about
burning fossil fuel without considering the long-term consequences of putting carbon dioxide into
the air. Alec also starts imatter cleverly transmuting the Apple’s iphone and ipod brand into “imelt”
and “igone” – and the more positive “ibike” and “imatter”. This film documents Alec’s unrelenting
work to inform the adult world about climate change and how it will impact his generation and
generations to come.
Kids vs Global Warming was the first Young Voices for the Planet film. When I described my idea to Earth
Island Institute’s director John Knox, he suggested I contact Alec who had applied for a Brower
Youth award but was too young. He had also been rejected as a climate presenter for Al Gore’s
“Climate Reality Project” – again, too young. But Alec was just the right age for our film. He came to
meet Gary Braasch and me at the Aquarium of the Pacific in Long Beach, California where we were
speaking and signing our books. Later, my film crew and I went to interview Alec on the beach in
their coastal town of town of Ventura and film him and his “Kids vs Global Warming” cohorts
trying to convince local officials to allow them to install Sea Level Awareness posts along the coast.
About 6 months later we again filmed them -- installing the posts and marching through Ventura
asking the adults to “Stop Global Warming!”

In the film, Alec and his friends erects SLAP posts as a dramatic visual demonstration of where the
sea level will be with different warming scenarios. This film documents Alec’s heartfelt concern
about how climate change will affect his life and the life of
future generations.
Our little Kids vs Global Warming film (about 6 minutes long)
was covered on media outlets including National Public
Radio’s Living on Earth and shown at many film festivals such
as Mountainfilm at Telluride and at many education
conferences. After a screening at The Association of Science
and Technology Centers (ASTC) National Conference, we
were asked by the American Museum of Natural History in NY to install one of Alec’s SLAP posts
at the museum’s Discovery room where our film played on continuous loop. At the opening, Alec
spoke to a standing-room-only crowd in the AMNH auditorium inspiring many other children.
Uptown in Manhatten, I introduced Alec to
NASA climate scientist, Dr. James Hansen,
the first scientist to publicly sound the
alarm about climate change at a
Congressional hearing in 1988.

Alec asked Dr. Hansen what was the one most important thing that
we could do to stop global warming. Hansen replied that we had to
put a price on carbon. Click here to see a short clip of Alec’s
interview with Dr. Hansen.
Our film was given to members of congress and, in April 2009,
Barbara Boxer introduced Alec at at her Town Hall Meeting in the
Dirkson Senate Office Building. Alec unrolled his Declaration of
Independence from Fossil Fuel signed by thousands of kids.
Alec has spoken at the UN and given a TED talk. His iMatter
group has grown and, with help from many other young people
(such as Xiuhtezcatl Martinez, founder of Earth Guardians in
Boulder, Colorado) he organized iMatter marches all over the
world.
Many other renowned scientists as
well as politicians, TV and movie
stars and dignitaries including Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Ted Turner, Barbara Boxer, Ice Tea, Mayor Villagrossa
have praised Alec’s work.
When Alec was 13 or 14 he came up with the idea of creating a “Climate
Recovery Plan and was one of the original plaintiffs in the Our Children’s Trust lawsuits, the
brainchild of Mary Christina Wood, a brilliant legal scholar who wrote the book, Nature’s Trust. On
Bill Moyers’ show, professor Wood described how Our Children’s Trust is suing the Federal
Government for failure to address climate change which threatens all children on Earth and all future
generations.
In 2010, Our Children’s Trust created short films to introduce the judge to the first youth plaintiffs
one of whom was Alec. We were glad to be able to help Our Children’s Trust with their profoundly
important case by allowing them to incorporated about 1/3 of our Young Voices for the Planet film Kids
vs Global Warming into the film about Alec presented to the judge. The Our Children’s Trust cases
are garnering a great deal of media attention.
Alec recently graduated from McAllister College in Canada and, now 21 years old, he is on the board
of directors of the iMatter Youth movement which calls upon young people to speak out and
become involved in local governance. With the US withdrawal from the Paris Agreement, imatter
encourages young people to secure commitments from their local governments to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions to levels “that ensure a healthy planet for ours and all future generations.” As they say,
“If we band together, school by school, city by city, we can end the climate crisis in our lifetimes.”
From the time he was 12 years old, Alec’s goal has been to end the climate crisis in his lifetime. He
has devoted all of his teenage years to trying to, literally, save the world.
Watch the film here to see Alec growing up and continuing his climate crusade. And here is another clip of
Alec talking about how we are all like raindrops going into a river until we’re an ocean of concerned citizens.
Thank you to our funders for their continued support! We are especially grateful to the Rockefeller Brother's Fund who have
committed to divesting from coal, tar sands and all fossil fuel investments!

